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Notes on Contributors

JOHN R. CARPENTER cannot be found.

SANDRA McPHERSON has published poems and essays in previous issues of TIR. Her second book of poems, *Radiations*, was recently released by Ecco Press.

RONALD WALLACE teaches at the University of Wisconsin. His poems have appeared in *Poetry Northwest, New York Quarterly*, and other magazines.

GEORGE BARLOW lives in Oakland and teaches at Berkeley.

WENDY LOUISE PARRISH is the featured poet in the current issue of *Antioch Review*.

MARK HALPERIN lives in Ellensberg, Washington.

LEWIS GERBER's first volume is looking for a publisher.

DUKES occasionally resides in Wellfleet, Massachusetts.

JOHN B. ROSENMAN is working on a novel. He taught English for three years at Lakehead University in Thunder Bay, Ontario.

ELLEN WITTLINGER is currently unemployed in Boston.


MARY GORDON is a student in the writing program at Syracuse University.

KAY DEETER teaches high school in Anchorage, Alaska.

ROBERT CANZONERI's *Barbed Wire and Other Stories* is available from Dial Press. The title story of that collection was anthologized in *Best American Short Stories, 1971*.

ROBERT R. HELLENGA is associated with the Newberry Library in Chicago.

STUART DYBEK teaches writing at Western Michigan University. His stories will appear soon in many magazines.

MICHAEL RYAN is the most recent winner of the Yale Series of Younger Poets. His book, *Threats Instead of Trees*, will be published by Yale University Press this spring.

MERLE E. BROWN has published many essays and books of criticism. He is currently in England on a Guggenheim Fellowship completing a book on contemporary British poetry.
NEXT ISSUE

Poetry: William Dickey
         David Kubach
         Elizabeth Libbey
         Kathleen Norris
         Jean Valentine
         among others

Fiction: Frederick Busch
         Jay Cates
         Stuart Dybek
         George Moorse
         J. U. Ribeiro
         Marilyn Thompson

Criticism: A symposium on criticism of contemporary writing including essays by:
           Harvey Gross
           John Vernon
           Marjorie G. Perloff
           John Hobbs
           Alberta Turner
           Joseph Hynes